
Sample Home Days Schedules

REMEMBER: It is KEY to train the habit of attention. Short, interesting lessons with good attention are 
the goal. Starting with even 5 minutes and working up to 10- 20 minutes is fine. A timer can help some 
kids focus (but stress others out!).

Kindergarten should be on the shorter end of these lesson times (10-15 minutes), and since the kids are so 
young, you may choose just to teach math, reading, and writing and read great stories together. Older kids 
may be ready for lessons of 20-25 minutes max and you probably want to include more subjects.

Schedule 1 Sample:
10-20 minutes: Bible reading and sing/listen to hymn. Recite memory verse or poetry.
10-20 minutes: Math lesson
15 minute break or later in day do:
10-20 minutes: Read- aloud (we suggest doing one day a week each of history, tales/fable, and  

nature lore. For instance, Mondays you might read your nature lore book, Tuesdays your history story, 
and Wednesdays your tales book.)

10-20 minutes: Reading lesson
5-10 minutes:  Handwriting practice/copywork
5-10 minutes: Spelling for older kids

       10 minutes: further study from artist/composer, nature, history, or Spanish lesson at school (this is 
optional. Skip it if it is too much or you have other things you want to study with your child.)

Other studies you may choose to include at least once a week for 10-20 minutes:
• Handcrafts
• Physical education/active play
• Drawing
• Singing (hymn, folk song/patriotic song, and/or a song in Spanish)/music lesson

Schedule 2 Sample:
Morning Time: 10-15 minutes Bible, poetry, and hymn; 10-20 minutes of read-aloud (history, 

nature lore, OR tales); 5-10 minutes of artist or composer (listening or looking at the art), 5 minutes of 
Spanish review

Later, do your disciplined academic time: 
10-25 minutes of language arts 
10-20 minutes of math
5-10 minutes of handwriting

Many families really enjoy starting their school routine with a “Morning Time” to start the day with 
subjects that emphasize truth and beauty. This involves a 30-40 minutes dedicated to just Bible, music, 
art, poetry, and/or story.  We really encourage you to do these subjects as they can be the most enjoyable 
part of your schoolwork!  
Charlotte Mason said that Education is a Life, Atmosphere, and Discipline. You can build the Life and 
Atmosphere without much effort by playing the composer’s music or hymns at lunch time or during chore 
time, displaying the artist’s prints on a shelf or wall for several weeks, and/or reading your Bible story 
and reviewing your hymn at the table as a family or doing your chapter book read-aloud before bed. Get 
outside as much as you can, get excellent library books on a variety of subjects, and you’ll find discipline 
is only necessary as you sit down daily for short lessons in language arts, math and writing. A lifestyle of 
delightful subjects, reading, and activity mixed with some studied discipline will go much further than 
grinding hours of “work” and help prevent burn-out of mom and child!




